Errata Corrections to Generation Inputs Study, BP-22-FS-BPA-06

1. **Page 54, Section 4.3.5, fourth (last) paragraph:**

   Delete the last sentence of that paragraph beginning on line 17 as follows:
   
   *See Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, Table 10.3, lines 19-32 and Table 10.4, lines 79-104.*

   Insert in its place the following sentence:
   
   *See Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, Table 10.3, lines 19-32 and Table 10.4, lines 79-104.*

   The added text is shown in blue font.

2. **Page 85, Section 9.2, second paragraph:**

   Delete the first sentence of that paragraph beginning on line 18 as follows:
   
   The calculations for the Ancillary and Control Area Service rates are shown in the Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, in Table 10.4.

   Insert in its place the following sentence:
   
   The calculations for the Ancillary and Control Area Service rates are shown in the Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, in Table 10.4.

   The added text is shown in blue font.

3. **Page 88, Line 22:**

   Delete:  “6,066”

   Replace:  “5,892”
4. **Page 88, Section 9.3.1:**

Delete the last sentence of first paragraph beginning on line 22 as follows:
Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, Table 10.4, line 30.

Insert in its place the following sentence:
Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, Table 10.4, line 30.

5. **Page 89, Section 9.3.2**

Delete the first sentence of the first paragraph, as follows:
The generation inputs cost for Power Services to provide RFR is $24.201 million, as shown in Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, Table 10.4, line 33.

Insert in its place the following sentence:
The generation inputs cost for Power Services to provide RFR is $24.201 million, as shown in Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, Table 10.4, line 33.

6. **Page 89, Line 9:**

Delete: “0.46”
Replace: “0.47”

7. **Page 89, Section 9.3.2**

Delete the last sentence of the first paragraph beginning on line 9, as follows:
Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, Table 10.4, line 34.

Insert in its place the following sentence:
Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, Table 10.4, line 34.

8. **Page 89, Line 14:**

Delete: “0.43”
Replace: “0.44”
9. **Page 94, Section 9.5.1**

   Delete the second sentence in the first paragraph of that section, as follows:
   Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08, Table 10.4, lines 45-47.

   Insert in its place the following sentence:
   Transmission Rates Study and Documentation, BP-22-FS-BPA-08-E01, Table 10.4, lines 45-47.

10. **Page 94, Line 12:**

    Delete: “2175”

    Replace: “2834”

11. **Page 94, Line 13:**

    Delete: “$1.047”

    Replace: “$0.806”

12. **Page 94, Line 19:**

    Delete: “2175”

    Replace: “2834”

13. **Page 94, Line 19:**

    Delete: “$0.981”

    Replace: “$0.753”

14. **Page 95, Line 2:**

    Delete: “169”

    Replace: “102”

15. **Page 95, Line 2:**

    Delete: “$0.289”

    Replace: “$0.479”
16. Page 95, Line 7:
   Delete: "169"
   Replace: "102"

17. Page 95, Line 8:
   Delete: "$0.275"
   Replace: "$0.456"